
Next-generation complex solution for 
quantitative IHC



Immunohistochemistry

What we can get from IHC?

1) Cancer tissue differentiation

2) Companion diagnostics 

biomarkers 

Current limitations:

1) Complexity – time-consuming process with increasing number of errors

2) Lack of standardization

3) Limited dye number on a single slide - 7-multiplex solution maximum



Highly variable and subjective:

1) Detection only of PD-L1 – NO MULlTIPLEX (influence of other PD-L1 positive cells)

2) Detection of all PD-L1 (glycosylated and non-glycosylated) - false-negative results

3) Not truly quantitative (based on enzyme amplification signal)

CURRENT COMPANION DIAGNOSTICS ARE NOT GOOD PRECITORS 
FOR PD –L1/PD-1 TREATMENT EFFICIENCY

Companion diagnostic kits for PD-L1/PD-1 therapy



Multiplex importance

Results of over 8000 patients from over 45 published 
studies detailing the treatment selection across 
multiple types of different cancers:

Multiplexed IHC/IF biomarker strategies are associated with improved predictive 
performance over PD-L1 IHC, TMB or GEP approaches alone



Multiple aptamers with unique dots
✔ Direct target detection
✔ Detection of modified targets
✔ Signal amplification by own tandem dye

AI

Multiplexed microscopy
✔ Separation of multiple dyes spectra
✔ Quantitative detection

AI-based multiplexed scoring
✔ Separation of cancer cell signals from 
other cell types like dendritic cells etc.
✔ Quantitative scoring

QUANTITATIVE
Cancer cell PD-L1 score 

Complex solution - first quantitative PD-L1 multiplex kit

1) Highly multiplexed
2) Highly differentiated
3) Easy-to-use



Cons Pros
Organic dyes Quantum dots

ConsPros

Chemical modifications:
- wavelength tuning (multiple emitters);
- solubility tuning

- Photochemical 
instability

- Low spectral 
multiplexing

- Small quantum 
yields

- Fast decolorization
and degradation

- Water soluble

- Small size

- Tunable 
absorbption and 
emission

- High fluorescence 
quantum yields

- No interference 
with biological 
tissues 
autofluorescence

- Behave not as 
molecules but as 
nanocolloids

- Complicate 
application in 
biological 
environments

- Huge size

Company solution
Perylene diimide (PDI) polymer having a

phosphate backbone

Novel tandem fluorescent dye

Easy / cheap / multiple incorporation into DNA or RNA



Gold standard Company 
solution

Molecule type Antibody Antibodies Antibodies Aptamers

Screening target Protein epitopes Protein epitopes Protein epitopes Protein (including 
formalin modified)

Antigen detection 
(immunofluorescence) Direct Indirect Indirect Direct

Protocol staining Parallel Parallel Serial Parallel

Signal amplification Low Medium High High *

Complexity Low Medium High Low

Cost of synthesis Medium Medium High Low
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* combination with unique dot – possibility to add unlimited fluorescent modules to oligonucleotide
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Binding solution



Available technologies Company’s solution

«Gold standard»:

- RGB scanners

- Limited with 
only 3 
spectras

Multiplex systems

- Hyperspectral photoacoustic spectroscopy 
method

- Allow to differentiate emission with up 5 nm 
resolution (> 10 channels)

- Alpha prototype available

Unique technique allows to stratify high amount of colors/targets  

7-channel max

5-channel max

Digital pathology solution



Key players:
Leica Biosystems
OLYMPUS

Key players:
Roche 
Agilent Technologies
Thermo Fisher Scientific 

Immunohistochemistry market – CAGR 8.8% (Grand View Research)

Merck Millipore 
PerkinElmer
Abcam
Leica Biostystems

Digital pathology market - CAGR 12% (Transparency Market Research)

$340M $530M
$900M

$1.6B
$3.4B$2.2B

202620212017

Roche 
GE Healthcare

Mikroscan Technologies
Philips

Inspirata

Market opportunity



Developer Acquirer Deal value Stage Year

$3.4B Sales ($238M) 2008

IHC algorithms, such as HER2, ER/PR, and p53 for breast cancer; Ki67 for breast, brain, and prostate cancers; CD138 for 
multiple myeloma; CD3/CD20 for lymphoma
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2010$100M

Instrument/reagent systems that automate tissue preparation and slide staining in clinical histology and drug discovery 
laboratories
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2012

Tissue processing and immunohistochemistry (IHC) technologies

Sales (~$350M)$2.2B

Unknown

Partnering examples


